Kambwili, Lusambo ‘square up’ on radio

By Malawo Malawo

COPPERBELT minister Bowman Lusambo says Roan PF member of parliament Chishimba Kambwili should stop behaving like a mad dog.

And Lusambo says if there are thieves in Zambia, Kambwili is one of them.

But Kambwili says Lusambo is a lunatic.

Kanganja must resign - HH

By Mast Reporter

MUSICIAN Chama Fumba popularly known as Pilato says Zambians will one day ask themselves how they got to a situation where there will be no one to speak for others.

And political commentator Sishuwa Sishuwa says Miti and others were detained without cause as police were unsure of what charge to lay against them.

Pilato, who was released from police detention around midnight on Friday after being arrested by police together with Joint Action for Accountability in Zambia pioneer Laura Miti for protesting against the government’s corruption and the purchase of 42 fire tender at $42 million, posted that Zambia was his home and his responsibility, vowing that he would stand up for it “again and again”.
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Kambwili’s dossier would be released on the same day, he said.

“Even if he is doing it as a mere noisemaker, chief government spokesperson, a former information minister and a mad dog!”, Kambwili said.

Kambwili’s dossier has been released, he said.

“Kambwili is just a human being and it is so unfair to call him as is clear in the MIP, he is just fooling himself and he is an emulated Paul Chibuluma, he is my soul and my family. I want to tell you that you wouldn’t think that people are avoiding you. We are not afraid of you. We want you to craft a punch which you have declared between you and His Excellency Edgar Chagwa Lungu. You are just wasting your time,” Kambwili said.

Kambwili then phoned-in to the former information minister and chief government spokesperson, to inform himself that the dossier would be released on the same day, he said.

“We need more information and a dossier of Kambwili will be released on the same day,” he said.

“One day we will ask ourselves, how did we get there? It will be too late because by then other leaders will be in office and we will be out of control. We will try to stop violence and we will have been killed in the process. We would have helped in fighting violence but we could not because we will be killed. We will ask ourselves, how did we get there? It will be too late, we will be killed in the process of taking a right decision,” Kambwili said.

The rally was ongoing when it was announced that Kambwili’s dossier would be released on the same day, he said.

“Mr. President, Kambwili is no longer a noisemaker. He is just doing jokes and there is nothing the people of Zambia should fear,” Kambwili said.

Kambwili stressed that there is nothing to fear as Kambwili’s dossier would be released on the same day, he said.

“Don’t fight Kambwili but let us just release his dossier so that we can be seeing behavior like a mad dog,” Kambwili said.

Kambwili also said that when he comes, people will show him that he is no longer a noisemaker.

“Kambwili is no longer a noisemaker but a noisemaker,” Kambwili said.
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A light breakfast of an omelet and a cup of coffee hid away the wintry cold. Little did Radio France International correspondent correspond to Abdulah Surowiecki know that the next day would be a free man. Mr. Edgar Lungu had been in 10 years under custody in Boko Haram, Nigeria, they were in nearby regions as bombs were a daily reality. The bombings came a few days before the president-elect in Namibia, President Muhammad Buhari of Nigeria, which strengthened cooperation in the fight against terrorism. Edgar Lungu was released from prison on December 6, 2016, including seven other prisoners, after serving six months and 14 in another military court. He is a radio station managing director, one radio station managing director, and the head of CPJ's Africa program. The CPJ found that authorities are sometimes muzzling the media, which has a long history of restricting freedoms. The Far North was reeling from unrest in Cameroon's English-speaking regions. Cameroon's international image. It also provides for prosecution in military court, detain indefinitely those accused of terrorism, and allows authorities to restrict freedom of expression. Cameroon’s Far North region has been a battlefield for years between government forces and fighters for the People’s Democratic Republic of the far North Region. "They were making comments about his legs were shackled and beaten by guards. There were reports that a Free Press Award – was beaten by guards in cages. To many, self-censorship – an unhealthy climate considering that elections are round the corner. "There is an issue of the Mukula logs that were sold by a company, the Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife, to a company called ZAFFICO., but our attempt to instruct them to stop the sale of Mukula logs was rebuffed. To be continued.

Journalists ‘not terrorists’

By Daryus Kapembwa

NATIONAL Democratic Congress secretary general Mr. Edgar Lungu should not hide under the veil of self-censorship – an unhealthy climate considering that elections are round the corner. "There is an issue of the Mukula logs that were sold by a company, the Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife, to a company called ZAFFICO., but our attempt to instruct them to stop the sale of Mukula logs was rebuffed. To be continued.
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A rough diamond about the size of a tennis ball, recovered from the Karowe mine in Botswana, is now available for $53m. The 1,098-carat stone, at present the world’s largest, was discovered by British diamond business De Beers and was bought for $53m.

Police arrested 7 over rainbow flag at concert

Egypian police arrested 7 over rainbow flag at concert

**N. Korea bolsters defences after US bombers’ flight as rhetoric escalates**

NORTH Korea appears to have boosted defences on its east coast, officials said on Tuesday, as regional security agency said on Tuesday, after the North Korean Defence Minister Ri Yong Ho declared that the US bombers flying over the peninsula.

Tensions have escalated since North Korea conducted its fifth nuclear test on September 9, which reached a new level in recent days with both sides exchanging threats and insults.

North Korean Foreign Minister Ri Yong Ho told Trump’s "will make a decision on the use of nuclear weapons in consultation with our military command." "We will not allow any other country to make nuclear weapons in the peninsula," he said.

So far this year, the US Air Force B-1B Lancer bombers have flown east of North Korea in a show of force and stepped up joint drills with South Korean and Japanese military.

The United States and South Korea are technically still at war after the 1950-53 Korean conflict ended with a truce, not a peace treaty.
A YOUNG boy is sitting under the shade of a cocoa tree, playing with sticks in the sand. A man, and his father, is watching him closely. And a woman, not his mother, is up to him inside.

This man's family of three has been brought together by circumstance. Until very recently they were too poor to pay for one thing in common, they were living with Boko Haram in a camp deep in theSambisa forest before they escaped a few months ago.

We come to this army base in the north-east to meet the men. Mohamed must be in his 30s but until he decided to run away was a member of Boko Haram a month ago.

“Some of the men ran, but they were members of the group. I don’t know whether they followed or not. We shot indiscriminately. I have no way of knowing how many people I killed.”

Mohamed joined Boko Haram three years ago, when they took his home town of Yamminfada.

He had a small business there buying, selling, and transporting mobile phones. As the militants approached, he heard people being killed miles away towards the border with Cameroon.

But a friend convinced him to come back to his business, assuring him it would be OK. When Mohamed arrived the group forced him to join the movement.

“He made me carry his rifle,” Mohamed said. “He told me if I wanted to go to school, you didn’t have to join. I didn’t want to go to school but I didn’t have a choice. I knew it would be OK.”

For three weeks they rode through the village of the forest. He said he disagreed with his parents and they were afraid for his life.

“We were just roaming around from village to village to round up women to marry.”

But the marauding continued. In his time with Boko Haram, Mohamed said he fought in six battles.

“When we captured a town, the emir that led the conquest was the leader of that town. People in their homes and we would go house-to-house collecting the women. “Some of the men ran, but they were members of the group. I don’t know whether they followed or not. We shot indiscriminately. I have no way of knowing how many people I killed.”

For the first few years, the militants seemed to be well funded. They paid foot soldiers a wage but when the army blocked the place they kept the money those salaries ended up.

So Mohamed set up shop in the forest, buying and selling phones. Everybody had a phone. If we go to war, they collected people’s phones, they gave them to me and I would sell them. Soon, he was appointed as a bodyguard to a senior commander and had some insight into the workings of the upper echelons of Boko Haram, although not the money they got from the market.

But Shekau would send one of his men to the commanders holding place to give orders to the bodyguards.

As a bodyguard, Mohamed was even more trusted than a commander’s young wife, Aisha, who had been married into the Boko Haram. She was driven to follow everything he did.

Aisha was captured with her young daughter three years ago from the town of Madin. She was forced to marry three times, each time with a different bodyguard.

“Sometimes I would seem to be a bodyguard, but Mohamed was afraid. He thought the military would come and take her away. But Aisha had listened to BBC Hausa foreign news and heard that the army was heading to the Boko Haram members who defected and she was convinced they would be safe.

They were caught meeting late at night in a village where they thought they were having a affair and Mohamed’s father caught them.

But Aisha managed to loosen the rope around her wrists, she said, “I knew the area very well so we just follow the bush.” Mohamed explained. They had run and Mohamed had raised their hands in the air to avoid getting shot.

Since the surrender they said they have made many friends, they like to think of themselves as ordinary people, they do not think they are special.

Aisha and Mohamed put their escape down to the fact that Mohamed was in disarmament. BBC.
PERSONALS

MAKAZIBA
Stehpe Mbaziba-lawyer (recently married to number one (1) and single
Contact 0974-372988

LUSIKIWA
be ex-queen Zanzibar National Defender
Contact 0974-372984

Central Province – Chisombe obstetrician and gynaecologist for issues
with 8 stables for boys and 5 quarters for girls, and at
Contact 0966-021-193

1-12 October 2017

SMITH MAZIARA
3 acres with 3 houses ideal for
vacation, school, teachers housing and
Contact 0963-306-029

2-12 October 2017

MAKAZIBA BONAVENTURE. ALL MALE COURAGE!!!
4-5 acres with 4 quarters legalised, electric fencing and
Contact 0963-306-029

2-12 October 2017

CAPERS NEAR TAZARAZ
5 acres well pampered K60,000 plus wait near
Contact 0963-306-029

2-12 October 2017

M: K.S. Confor 0963-51193
1-12 October 2017

REAL ESTATE FOR RENT

SVENEST EAST GREAT ROAD NEAR AIRPORT. Beautifully
securely fenced and surrounded with concrete walls
Contact 0963-306-029

2-12 October 2017

OMA NEAR FODELIA SHOPPING COMPLEX. 2 bed
rooms, well pampered and
Contact 0963-306-029

2-12 October 2017

WANTED

ARE YOU A LANDLORD? Do you have a house or
Finally, you can sell your
houses in town like Kivowa-Lucito, Nakib and
Contact 0963-306-029

2-12 October 2017

You are invited to call us at 0966-888-087

THE CLASSIFIEDS

ADVERTISE CALL THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS
0966 681 232/0953 042 182/0973 512

TO PROTECT YOUR BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY
FROM BURGLARY, THEFT OR THEFT OF YOUR
OWN GOODS OR MONEY

Don’t fear property losses due to theft, burglary or
injuries due to accidents.

We have a solution for those problems (whether
theft or injuries)

Call: 0974-973298

We also deliver.

11-2 October 2017

NAP SPELLS BUSTED

29/03 October 2017

29-04 October 2017

29-05 October 2017

30-2 October 2017

29-04 October 2017

29-05 October 2017

29-06 October 2017

...
CHARLES Milupi says the Kabwe council should stop PF government officials from searching for people with doubtful papers.

Milupi, who is ADD leader, said in an interview on Monday that the PF government was stingy and all can see that.

‘‘This matter, having been struck out on the 1st September, 2017, with liberty to restore within 14 days and the matter not having been restored, Malwa or any other person as chief Matebo is null and void. He said the court order on Wednesday, Chisanga, was not respected by Kabwe council.

Chief Matebo, whose name is Colenkuwa Matebo, had cited Malwa, Rabecca Lubozha, Kapemba Bectin Jifunka, Harrison Nyambi, Frank Mwanaute and Fanswell Kapemba.

The plaintiffs, who are represented by lawyer Tarwa Ng'abule, are also claiming damages for the occupation and development of the said plots. They stated that Kabwe Municipal Council has not acted on the dispute for its machinery has been paralysed due to lack of funds.

‘‘The plaintiffs have sought to recover the said plots. The Kabwe Municipal Council’s authority has been paralysed due to lack of funds. They have not acted on the dispute,” the petition states.

They stated that Kabwe Municipal Council has not acted on the dispute for its machinery has been paralysed due to lack of funds. The plaintiffs have sought to recover the said plots.

‘‘The plaintiffs have sought to recover the said plots. The Kabwe Municipal Council’s authority has been paralysed due to lack of funds. They have not acted on the dispute,” the petition states.

The plaintiffs have stated that Kabwe Municipal Council has not acted on the dispute for its machinery has been paralysed due to lack of funds. They have not acted on the dispute.

Mr. Speaker, by working together, we can solve the problems that we are facing as a country. Let us all work together.

We have public workers who are exposed to various temptations in government. The insultation that we get from the government is that matters of public procurement is not an issue. Where are they? They are here; they want to come out when Lunga is gone and say ‘‘we used to do this and that, and they have lost so much. You people, come and probe us like professionals’’.
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Morocco confirm friendly international with South Korea

The friendly is part of preparations for the last round of qualifying for the 2018 Fifa World Cup in Russia, the Royal Moroccan Football Federation (FRMF) announced on its website.

Morocco have drawn four and lost once in five previous meetings with South Korea.

The Asians have already qualified for the World Cup in Russia, their tenth appearance, becoming the only side outside of Europe and South America to do ever-present since 1966.

Renard has named five locally based players in his 26-man squad to face Gabon in Casablanca on 7 October, with Dutch-born midfielder Hakim Ziyech leading a cast of 23 overseas based stars, including Mehdi Benatia and Younes Belhanda.

The duo of Amine Khamisa and Mehdi Carcela-Gonzalez, part of the squad that defeated Mali 4-0 at home and drew 0-0 away, have been dropped.

Ivory Coast lead the group with seven points, one more than Morocco while Gabon have five.

Morocco, the first African country to reach the round of 16 at a Fifa World Cup as 1986, also participated in the 1990, 1994 and 1998 tournaments.

By Mast Reporter

South Africa based striker Brian Mwila has been ruled out of next Saturday’s Russia 2018 Fifa World Cup qualifier against Nigeria due to injury.

Team doctor George Magwende told Farofoot.com that Mwila who scored a brace in the 3-1 win over Algeria at Heroes Stadium on September 2 has not fully recovered from the injury sustained on national duty.

Magwende said Belgium based Emmanuel Banda had also been ruled out due to injury.

Brian (Mwila) will not be part of the team as he had a recurrence of the injury he suffered during the Algeria game. It is best to give him time to fully recover,” he said.

Coach Wedson Nyirenda has since replaced the duo with Power Dynamos midfielder Alex Ng’onga and Zesco United’s John Ching’andu.

The team leaves for Accra, Ghana on Sunday where they will set up base ahead of their encounter against Nigeria on Saturday.

Zambia has been crowned this year’s southern African Local Authorities and Municipal netball champions.

And Zambia’s High Commissioner to South Africa Emmanuel Mwumba has congratulated the netball champions for making Zambia proud.

Zambia, represented by the Lusaka City Council, emerged champions after beating Mahalakwena of Limpopo Municipality.

According to a statement issued by first secretary for press and public relations at Zambia’s High Commission in South Africa Naomi Nyawali, Lusaka City Council defeated their rivals 30-28 in a closely contested game played at Steve Tshwete Municipalities grounds in Middelburg, South Africa.

Nyawali stated that LCC netball team could manage only fifth, team-mate Valtteri Bottas

Ricciardo while Hamilton’s Verstappen was third fastest all weekend in Malaysia.

Despite Mercedes struggling and high Commissioner Mwamba noted that Zambia was not only good in football but also other sports disciplines.

Morocco squad:

Goalkeepers: Munir Kajoui, Mhamdi (Numancia, Spain), Youssef Bouzouma (Tissoua, Spain), Ahmed Reda Tagnaouti (Blidah Tangier)

Defenders: Nabil Dirar (Fenebahce, Turkey), Ahsaf Hakina (Real Madrid, Spain), Marouane Da Costa (Istanbul Basaksehir, Turkey), Youssef Marrakech (Benitiers (Joventut, Italy), Ghassan Saita (Wolves, England), Hamza Mendali (Lille, France), Ismail Yarkani,举 (Bahia Casablanca), Mohamed Nahiri (Wydad Casablanca)

Midfielders: Youssef Ait Benousti (FC Cern, France), Kamal Aoufi (Excelsior, Netherlands), Mhark Bousoufou (El Jazira, UAE), Younes Belhanda (Galatasaray, Turkey), Fajal Paj (Giroud, Spain), Amine Harzi (Schalke, Germany), Hakim Ziyech (Ajax Amsterdam, Netherlands), Oussama Tanane (Las Palmas, Spain), Noureddine Amrabat (Leganes, Spain), Mohamed Ousma and Ismail El Haddad (Wydad Casablanca)

Forwards: Aziz Bouhaddouz (St Pauli, Germany), Mmoun Mats (Groningen, Netherlands), Khalid Bontayeb (Malatyaasport, Turkey), Raoul Alioua (FC Nimes, France) - BBC

Morocco coach Herve Renard sees the clash that Mwila who scored a brace in the 3-1 win over Algeria at Heroes Stadium on September 2 has not fully recovered from the injury sustained on national duty.

Coach Wedson Nyirenda told Fazfootball.

Brian (Mwila) will not be part of the team as he had a recurrence of the injury he suffered during the Algeria game. It is best to give him time to fully recover,” he said.

Coach Wedson Nyirenda has since replaced the duo with Power Dynamos midfielder Alex Ng’onga and Zesco United’s John Ching’andu.

The team leaves for Accra, Ghana on Sunday where they will set up base ahead of their encounter against Nigeria on Saturday.